INTRODUCTION
A classical algorithm, due to Gauss, for finding a shortest vector in a two dimensional lattice, has been used as one of the main building blocks in the recent L 3 (Lenstra A.K., Censtra, H.W., Jr., and Lovasz, L.) basis reduction algorithm for general lattices [1] . TIle complexity of Gauss' algorithm has been shown to be logarithmic in the maximal integer among the entries of the vectors forming the basis of the lattice at input (when counting the number of arithmetical operation involved) [2] .
Let 0 < a,b < d be integers such that a ~ b. We We present, in this paper, an algorithm for finding a shortest vector in a lattice Ld(a,b) as above, and we prove that the complexity of the algorithm is logarithmic in the size of d, when counting the number of arithmetical operations inVOlved.
While our algorithm bears certain similarities to the algorithm of Gauss, the two algorithms are different and cannot be reduced one to the other, when Gauss algorithm is considered over vectors with integer entries only. Thus, e.g. in the modular lattice generated by the vector (4,1) modulo 5, a shortest (nonzero) vector is the vector (2, It is hoped that this algorithm will enable generalizations for general n-dimensional modular lat tices, and will have applications to other areas of study (e.g. Cryptology, Coding Theory, Geometry of Numbers, etc.).
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Let 0 < a,b < d be integers such that a~b. We We present, in this paper, an algorithm for finding a shortest vector in a lattice Ld(a,b) as above, and we prove that the complexity of the algorithm is logarithmic in the size of d, when counting the number of arithmetical operations involved.
While our algorithm bears certain similarities to the algorithm of Gauss, the two algorithms are different and cannot be reduced one to the other, when Gauss algorithm is considered over vectors with integer entries only. Thus, e.g. in the modular lattice generated by the vector (4,1) modulo 5, a shortest (nonzero) vector is the vector (2,3) =(3'4(mod 5), 3'I(mod 5» (or the vector (3,2) which has the same length). The shortest vector in the corresponding general (nonmodular) lattice containing the vectors (4,1) and (3,2) is (-1,1) = (3-4,2-1).
Conversely, consider the general (nonmodular) lattice with base vectors (7,11) and (5,8). The detetminant I~~11 is equal to 1. It can be shown that under those circumstances n~d > 1 exists It is hoped that this algorithm will enable generalizations for general n-dimensional modular lattices, and will have applications to other areas of study (e.g. Cryptology, Coding Theory, Geometry of Numbers, etc.).
PRELIMINARIES
.~. and (c,e) form a geometrical basis. for some 1 S i < d.
Given the integers
Proof: It follows from the assumptions that ae -bc
implying that e ± e' =kb' and c ± c' =/ca' for some 1 S i < d.
implying that e ± e' =kb' and c ± c' =/ca'
If g =1 or g Ik then we are done. To complete the proof we show that this is the only possible case.
OtheIWise, let g > 1 and k =gs+r, 0 < r < g. Then
In in Ld is the set (*) below
Lemma S: Let i o be the maximal i such that (c,e) -io(a,b) is nonnegative and let i 1 be the minimal i such that -(c, e) + i 1(a, b) is nonnegative, in the set (*). Then the shortest vector in the set ("') is the shortest of (p',q') and (p",q") where
Proof: Left to the reader.
Remark: Notice that i0 can be defined as
and i 1 can be defined in a similar way. It follows that the number of operations involved in the com putation of the shortest vector in the set (*) is constant. Consider the sequence of vectors below:
(1)
such that for all i > 2 the following properties hold Consider the sequence of vectors below:
such that for all i > 2 the following properties hold We proceed to prove the following (g) The vectors generated. at steps 2.5 and 2.6 by the procedure Min-Cross are a subsequence of the sequence (1). starting from v 2 and on.
(h) v,. tbe last vector in (1) . is the last vector generated by the procedure, at one of the steps 1,2.3,
2.4.3.
(i) The number of iterations of the procedure is logarithmic in the ma!.'11itude of d. 
Let m =L""i' ""' ""J and assume k =r-1 =2. where the line passing through v 1 and v2 is
Let m =L""i' ""' ""J and assume k =r-1 =2.
v21
Claim 1: k =2 implies that m~1.
• T 1 H a < 0 (step 3.1, P 1 = l a J ), then there is no vector shorter than v 2 fonning a basis for Ld ...
with vI (the shortest such vector is the vector v 2 -a which must be longer than v2 since v2 is longer than V2+(-a)S). v2 must therefore be the final vector in the sequence (1) and the procedure halts.
Let u, be the shortest vector in the sequence (Ui) on I.
Hr=m: this happens if PI =laJ =morpl=laJ =m-l butp=m(luml < lum-11).
.
Then the sequence U_I,uO, .
•.,u m is the su~ueJ1Ge v I,v2, •.
• ,v m +2 of (1) H a < 0 (step 3.1, P 1 = l a J ), then there is no vector shorter than v 2 fonning a basis for Ld with vI (the shortest such vector is the vector v 2 -a which must be longer than v2 since v2 is longer than V2+(-a)S). v2 must therefore be the final vector in the sequence (1) and the procedure halts.
. U_I,uO, .•.,u m is the su~ueJ1Ge v I,v2, •. • ,v m +2 of (1) bounded as above. If it enters the procedure mincross then the number of iterations before entering the procedure is also bounded as above and after entering the procedure mincross the algorithm wi! stay in the procedure no more than a logarithmic number of iterations before halting.
Then the sequence
• "
•
·15·
Combining the last three inequalities we get that
No~ce also that the numbers involved in the above inequality are nonnegative integers.
Let t be the number of iterations of the algorithm through step 4.3 and let ep be the positive solu- bounded as above. If it enters the procedure mincross then the number of iterations before entering the procedure is also bounded as above and after entering the procedure mincross the algorithm wi! stay in the procedure no more than a logarithmic number of iterations before halting.
